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ABSTRACT 
A method for feedback synthesis o f  linear control  systems with desired linearly equivalent form 
of  the closed loop system matrix is proposed.  The method is based on the serial canonical form 
of  linear multivariable systems which is an alternative to the Luenberger canonical form. A stable 
computat ional  algorithm for finding the serial canonical form using orthogonal similarity trans- 
formations is described. The algorithm for synthesis involves a simple recurrent procedure and 
gives the possibility to achieve any attainable equivalent form of  the closed loop system. The 
results obtained are extended to the synthesis of  reduced order state observers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is concerned with the important 
problem of synthesis of linear control systems with 
specified equivalent form of the closed loop system 
matrix. 
Consider the linear multivariable system 
:~(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (1) 
where x(t) e R n, u(t) e R TM (m < n) and A e R n'n, 
B e R n'm are constant matrices. Further on the sys- 
tem (1) will be identified with the matrix pair [A, B). 
The problem to be solved is to fred a control aw 
u(t) = Kx(t), K e R m'n, such that the matrix A + BK 
of the closed loop system is similar to a given matrix : 
T - I (A + BK) T = F ~ R n'n. The latter may be the 
Jordan, Frobenius or any one canonical form of the 
closed loop system matrix. 
The synthesis of linear systems with prescribed equiva- 
lent form may be accomplished only when the matrix 
F is attainable by state feedback. It is shown in [1], 
[2] that the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
attainability of F relate the controllability indices of 
the pair [A, B) [3] with the degrees of the invariant 
polynomials of F. In particular the necessary and suf- 
ficient conditions for existence of a matrix K which 
assigns any prescribed spectrum to the matrix of the 
closed loop system is the complete controllability of 
the pair [a, B) [4]. 
The solution of the problem considered may be ob- 
tained in two phases. First the system (1) is trans- 
formed to an appropriate canonical form. Once the 
canonical form is obtained the gain matrix K is then 
determined such that the transformed closed loop sys- 
tem has the desired equivalent form F. 
A possible choice for the first phase is the Luenberger 
canonical form [5]. However, this form has some dis- 
advantages, e.g. the known computational gorithms 
for obtaining it are numerically unstable and inefficient 
for large-order systems. 
The aim of this paper is to present acomplete solution 
of the problem for synthesis of linear systems with 
desired equivalent form, which is based on serial canon- 
ical form (SCF) of linear multivariable systems [6-8]. 
An efficient computational gorithm for finding this 
canonical form is described. In contrast o the known 
algorithms for obtaining canonical forms of linear sys- 
tems, the transformation i to the SCF is accomplished 
with orthogonal similarity transformations only (*). 
The use of such transformations leads to the numerical 
stability of the computational gorithm. 
The algorithm for synthesis involves a simple recurrent 
procedure for obtaining the gain matrix K as well as 
the transformation matrix T. The main property of this 
algorithm is the possibility'to achieve by state feedback 
any attainable quivalent form of the given system. 
The results obtained are extended to the synthesis of 
reduced order state observers for linear systems. The 
(*) It was after the preparation ofthe manuscript that the 
authors were informed about he interesting paper [Van 
Dooren, P., Emami-Naeini, A. and Silverman, L. : "Stable 
extraction of the Kronecker structure of pencils", Proc. 
17th IEEE Conf. Dec. Control, Jan. 1979, pp. 521-524] in 
which a similar approach isproposed for finding the 
Kronecker structure of a singular matrix pencil. 
(*) M. M. Konstantinov, Institute o f  Engineering Cybernetics and Robotics,  Akad. G. Bonchev 
str., B1. 12, 1113 Sofia, Bulgaria. 
(**) P. Hr. Petkov and N. D. Cl~ristov, Department  of  Control,  Higher Institute o f  Appl ied 
Mechanics and Electrical Engineering, 2 Tolbuhin str., 1000 Sofia, Bulgaria. 
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set of all observers attainable for a given system is 
described and the complete solution of the observer's 
equation is presented. 
2. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR FINDING 
THE SERIAL CANONICAL FORM OF LINEAR 
MULTIVARIABLE SYSTEMS 
The computational algorithms for finding the canoni- 
cal forms of linear multivariable systems are related 
mainly to the Luenberger canonical form [9-11]. The 
numerical difficulties in the calculation of this form 
are similar to those arising in the transformation f a 
given matrix to its Frobenius form; it is well known 
that the existing algorithms for finding the Frobenius 
form are numerically unstable [12]. 
In most of the algorithms for transformation to the 
Luenberger canonical form (except hose in [10]) it 
is necessary to form the controllability matrix 
[B  ! AB !... ! An-IB] of the system (1). However, 
this matrix is ill-conditioned in the sense that its 
columns tend to become linearly dependent for large 
n [13]. 
The algorithms proposed in [10] are free of this dis- 
advantage because they are based on elementary ow 
and column operations on the matrices A and B. Un- 
fortunately these algorithms are also unstable as the 
result of zeroing certain elements in the canonical 
form and specifying units on some positions. This is 
due to the same reasons as in computing the Frobenius 
form. 
It must be noted in addition that the Luenberger 
canonical form is ill-conditioned with respect to com- 
puting its eigenvalues [ 10]. 
The above considerations show that the Luenberger 
canonical form is useful mainly from theoretical point 
of view. It is reasonable to think that this conclusion 
will be true for every "strictly" canonical form because 
of the great number of zero elements and prescribed 
units in these forms. On the other hand in most cases 
only the structure (defined by the controllability 
indices) of the system is required and the algorithms 
for transformation into a canonical form need not be 
carried beyond this point. 
In this section a stable computational algorithm for 
transformation to the SCF of linear muhivariable sys- 
tems is described. This form is not strictly canonical 
following the usual clef'tuition [14] (the term "quasi- 
canonical" is also used for such forms), but it may be 
obtained with orthogonal similarity transformations 
which is preferable from computational point of view, 
and has the same advantages in the synthesis of linear 
systems as the strictly canonical forms. The algorithm 
is based on the singular value decomposition f rectan- 
gular matrices. It is known that the only reliable way 
to determine the numerical rank of a matrix in the 
presence of round-off errors is via the singular value 
decomposition [15]. Note that the testing for linear 
independence is a basic problem in the existing algo- 
rithms for finding canonical forms of linear systems. 
Consider the system (1) which may be not completely 
controllable. Let rank B = m 1 and p = rain {i : rank Ci=d}, 
C i = [B I, AB i ... i Ai-IB], where d is the dimension of 
the controllable subspace of [A, B) [16]. Define the 
integers [17] m i = rank C i - rank Ci_l, i ~ 2, p. 
Note thatm 1>/m 2/>. . . />mp> 1 and 
ml+ m2+. . .+  mp=d.  
Using orthogonal state and input transformations the 
pair [A, B) can be transformed into the SCF 
[A, B) = [pTAp, pTBQ); 
I H1 G1 I 
. . . .  r - I -  - 1 
V~D2 Io IG2 f H2 
I ] I 
I" i I I ' 
I T D I O I I Hp 
I Vp p-1 L L Gp-1 I -1 
F-F-I I 0 L Dp IO IGp L Hp 
L_ i - J __4___  
I Gp+I 
r 
I V Dx ,o 
k__ 
O 
where 
• .m i . .n i 
Gi~ R ml , Hie R ml (n i=n_ml_m2_ . . . _mi ) ,  
Gp+l~ R(n-d).(n-d); Pc  R n 'n,  Q~ R m'm,  
• m i 
Vi + 1 e R ml" are orthogonal matrices, and 
mi .m i
D i e R are diagonal matrices. 
The algorithm for transformation into the SCF involves 
the following steps : 
Step I 
Let U 1 ~ R n" n and V 1 ~ R m" m be the orthogonal 
matrices in the singular value decomposition f the 
matrix B, 
[~ O] T U 1 ,0)VT, B=U 1 1--F  j Vl= diag (D 1 
where DI= diag (s(11), s(21) . . . . ,  s(1)' andml   sl 1). are 
the nonzero singular values of the matrix B [18]. 
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The numerical rank m I of  B is determined as the num- 
ber of its nonzero singular values using appropriate 
zero threshold. 
Then B 1 = PTBQ = diag (D 1, O) where P1 = U I '  
Q= V 1. 
Denote [ ~°1 I , d l~  R ml 'ml ,  PTAP I= B2  I - ;  2 
I B2E R n l 'ml  
and letr  2=rankB 2~ min {m 1,n 1}. As 
I O I (31D1 I ~_ l  D1 I I I 
d 2=PTC2Q = -- I -- i - - -  
O I O I B2DI~ 
one obtains rank C2 = ml  + r2 and since 
rank C2 = rank C 2 = m I + m 2, it follows that 
r 2 = m 2 < m 1. 
Step 2 
n I .n I .m 1 
Let U 2 e R , V 2 ~ R ml  be orthogonal 
matrices uch that U T B 2 V 2 = diag (D2, O), 
D - d ia-ts  (2) s (2) s (2) ~ where s (2) are the 
2 -  8~ 1 ' 2 ' " "  m2/ '  i 
nonzero singular values of B 2. Then (PIP2)TBQ = 
and 
61 fil I 
] r~-~- -~-  
(PIP2)TAPIP2 =[D 2 I O I G2 I H 2 ; 
| - - - - -~- - - - - -~- - - - -+- - - - - -  
O IB  I A 
I 3 I 3 
• m 2 G2 e Rm2 
B 3 e Rn2 "m 2 , 
rank B 3 = m3, 
where P2 = diag (V 2, U2). 
Step k 
Extending the above procedure for k ~ 3 one obtains 
the pair [Ak, Bk) at the (k - 1)th step, 
A k ~ R nk-1 " nk-1, B k e R nk-1 "mk-1,  
rank B k = m k ~ mk_ 1. 
Let U~ B k V k = diag (Dk, O), where U k and V k are 
orthogonal matrices and 
Dk = diag (s~ k), s~ k) ..... s(mk~). The matrix Pk is 
determined from 
= V k , U k) Pk diag ( Iml + m2 + ... + mk_2,  
and the matrix A is transformed to 
(P1P2 "'" Pk)TAPIP2 "'" Pk 
-T -Q-~- - - -F  
V 3 D 2 I O I~o I ~2 
I I 2 I 
0 
F . . . .  I - - -T - - - - - -  ~- 
t V~'Dk_l I O i  = I - I I i Gk -1  ' I "EIk-1 
I 1 TZ - - i - -Z -  - -  
DktO IG k IH k 
J _ _L__ J ___  
I B I 
I k+ l l  Ak+l  
I I 
1 
Final step 
By virtue of the inductive process there exists an integer 
a ~ 1 such that 
(i) B a = O, or 
(ii) rank B a = n a_ l  ~ 1. 
Case (i) corresponds to a not completely controllable 
system (d < n, a = p + 1), and (ii) to a completely con- 
trollable system (d = n, a = p). 
Denoting P = PIP2 ... Pp one gets 
[pTAp, pTBQ) = [~,, B). 
Thus the algorithm proposed is based entirely on the 
singular value decomposition of the matrices B k at 
each step. For this purpose a variant of stable QR-trans- 
formations may be used [19]. In [20] a FORTRAN 
program for such decomposition is given which is care- 
fully tested for matrices of order up to 80. However 
this program must be slightly modified (as described 
in [21]) to produce the full left decomposition matrix 
U k • 
Since the transformations u ed are orthogonal the 
algorithm proposed is numerically stable, i.e. the canon- 
ical form obtained is exact for systems whose matrices 
are close to A, B. 
Following the above algorithm a computer program in 
FORTRAN is developed and tested with systems of 
order up to 40. The matrix elements are taken as pseudo- 
random integers ampled from a uniform distribution 
on the interval ( -215, + 215) using the subroutine 
RANDOM from [20]. Specially chosen pathological 
cases are tested also. The results show that the canonical 
forms are exact for systems with matrices A + E 1, 
B + E 2, where 
II E1 II eps II A I1' II E2 II eps IJ B t1' 
II." II is the Euclidean norm and eps is the relative ma- 
chine precision of the computer (16DO** (-13)for the 
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double precision arithmetic of IBM 360-370). The 
zero threshold in the rank determination f the ma- 
trices B k by the number of their nonzero singular 
values is assumed eps liB//for k -- 1 and eps [[AI[ for 
k ~ 2. Although this tolerance is important, its exact 
value is not critical [20]; in many situations it is use- 
ful to test the effect of using several different values 
for the threshold• 
It is interesting to point out that in the case m I = 1 
the matrix ~, in the SCF is a Hessenberg matrix. It is 
known that the Hessenberg form of a matrix may be 
obtained by stable orthogonal similarity transforma- 
tions. Thus the determination f the SCF corresponds 
to the exploitation of the Hessenberg form of a matrix 
in contrast to the Luenberger canonical form which 
corresponds to the Frobenius form. This is the reason 
why the SCF should be preferred from a computa- 
tional point of view. 
Note that the block-companion form suggested in [22] 
may be obtained from the SCF by simple linear trans- 
formation. However, this transformation is numerically 
unstable as is the transformation into the Luenberger 
canonical form. 
The algorithm derived in this section can be extended 
directly to the observable pair (C, A], C e R r" n. 
3. SYNTHESIS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH DE- 
SIRED EQUIVALENT FORM 
In this section a method for determining the gain 
matrix K such that the closed loop system matrix 
A + BK has a desired equivalent form F is described. 
Consider the completely controllable pair [A, B) with 
rank B = m and with controllability indices 
ply> p2 a . . .apm ~ 1, p l+P2+. . .+Pm=n,  
where Pi is the number of the integers mj that are a i 
[171. 
Denote by O c R n" n the set of all matrices F ~ R n" n 
for which there exist a matrix K ~ R m" n and a non- 
singular matrix T e R n" n such that T- I (A + BK)T= F. 
As is known, F ~ O iff 
f l+ f2  + ' ' '+q>pl+p2 +' ' '+ps '  s=1,2 ..... h - l ,  
where fl f2 > . . .9 fh 1 (f l+ f2+ ...+ fh = "/are 
the degrees of the invariant polynomials of F [1], [2]. 
This result can be derived as a corollary of the follow- 
ing assertion : 
Assertion 1
There exist vectors w 1, w2, .... w m ~ R n such that 
rank W(w) = n, 
t v i where w = [w 1 : w 2 :...: Wm] ~ R n .m, W(w) 
jP1-1 :"" ',J p2_1 ..... ... ,, jPm-1 
[Wli ..-:, Wl: w 2 w 2, , Wm: Wm], 
i i i i 
J=  F T, 
iff 
f l+  f2 + ...+ fs ~ p l+ p2 + ...+ ps, s=1,2 ..... h-1. 
(2) 
The proof of assertion 1 is given in the appendix. 
Any matrix F e O will be referred to as an attainable 
(by state feedback) linearly equivalent form of the 
closed loop system matrix A + BK [7, 8]. 
Further on the problem of determining the matrices K
and T for any attainable form F is considered. 
Since [~,, B) = [pTAp, pTBQ) the equation 
T-1 (A + BK) T = F, F ~ O is equivalent to 
(A + BK)T = TF where K = QTKp andT = pTT. 
Denote 
.n  
N 1=[G1! rtl]eR ml 
N k=[G k!Hk]~R mk'nk -1 ,  ke2 ,p -1 ;  
Np = Gp. 
Then 
- T2 
[V~+lDk i O]Tk-1 + Nk =TkF, k ~ 3, p-1; 
[Dp , O]Tp_I + NpTp = TpF, 
where 
-T 1 
T 2 
n 
= " , T k e R ink" 
Tp 
Hence the 
ke  1, p. 
matrices T k can be represented in the form 
IRk] Tk = -S-k ; 
RkeRmk+l 'n '  Sk~R(mk-mk+l ) .n ,  ke l ,p -1 ;  
m .n 
Tp= Spe R P 
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and 
/ t 1 Rk=-Dk l+xVk+2I  Nk+ L--Tp--j k~ l ,p_2 ;  
Rp -1 = -Dp 1 tNpTp - TpF l" 
Further it is possible to write 
SpFP -k 
Sp_lFP-k-1 
Tk = Lk + Tk' Lk 
S k 
= P diag (D 9 
j=k+l  Vj + 1' Imk-  mj), k ~1,p-1, 
m k . n 
where the rows of the matrices Tk ~ R are linear 
combinations of the rows ofT k + 1' Tk +2 ..... Tp. 
The matrices Sk must be chosen so that det T ~ O. 
Is: sT 1 Denote S = ', .. I ~ m. Then 
"r = XW(S) + T where X is a nonsingular matrix and 
c Range ('~). Hence 
rank T = rank XW(S) = rank W(S) and the matrix S can 
be chosen as S = w accordin~ to assertion 1. 
Let gl' g2 ..... gh ~ Rn be the generators for the J- 
cyclic subspaces in R n. Then the matrix W(w) can be 
entries by a random number generator. 
Hence the following algorithm for determining all the 
matrices K and T such that T -1 (A + BK) T = F can be 
proposed : 
Step I 
Form the matrix 
IS I S Ti,,... Sp]~R n 'm 
with random entries and set Tp = Sp. 
Step k 
Compute the matrices Rp _ k + 1 and Tp _ k + 1' 
k~2,  p -1 .  
Final step 
Compute the matrices K and T. 
Thus a constructive procedure for obtaining the gain 
matrix K and the transformation matrix T is given. 
Moreover, it is a general method for synthesis of linear 
systems with prescribed attainable inearly equivalent 
form F. In particular the pole assignment problem is 
easily solved by choosing spect (F) = spect 0, where 
spect (F) is the spectrum of F and spect 0 is the desired 
spectrum of the closed loop system. 
The freedom existing in the matrix S = w may be ex- 
ploited to satisfy certain additional requirements, for 
example to specify some of the eigenvectors of the 
closed loop system matrix, to minimize the condition 
number of the transformation matrix T, to achieve a 
matrix T with a special structure, to minimize the norm 
of the gain matrix K etc. These extensions of the method 
proposed may be the object of further investigations. 
It can be observed that in contrast to the first phase of 
the synthesis (the transformation to the SCF) the 
second one may be numericaUy unstable. Numerical 
instability occurs when the singular values of the ma- 
determined as trices B k are small but yet not negligible. This is due 
[ ' j f l -Xgl  ' ' jf2-1 ' ' -lghl W(w)= gl l . . .  [ ] g2l... [ g2i...[ gh...! J fh Vto the fact that in such case the problem is ill-con- 
' ' ' ditioned. However, this phenomenon may be predicted 
where the matrix V~ R n .n, det V ¢ O, can be obtain- 
ed in accordance with the procedure described in the 
appendix. Then the matrix ~" is nonsingular nd 
= D~lv2 (Tx F~'-I -N1). Finally one obtains 
K = QDllV 2 (T1F~'-I -N1)PT and T = P~'. 
Note however that the property rank W(w) = n is generic 
since it fails iff w ~ Z where Z c R n" m is a proper 
algebraic variety. Hence the set of all matrices T is an 
mn-parametric family : 
T=T(w), w~Z for each F~.  
Since det T(w) ¢ 0 generically, the numerical realiza- 
tion of the method can be simplified. In fact the deter- 
mination of the J-cyclic generators gi may be replaced 
by forming the matrices S1, S 2 ..... Sp with random 
at the first phase of the synthesis on the basis of the 
singular values computed. 
A computer program exploiting this method for syn- 
thesis is developed and tested for systems of order up 
to 40. The numerical results how that the norm of 
the residual matrix satisfies the relation 
II TF - (A + BK)T 11 ~ II A II peps. Hence it is useful 
to implement preliminary transformations on A in 
order to reduce [] A [[. In particular the matrix A may 
be balanced. 
Note that a similar algorithm for obtaining K and T 
can be derived using the Luenberger canonical form. 
4. SYNTHESIS OF REDUCED ORDER STATE 
OBSERVERS FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS 
The serial canonical form of the observable pair (C, A] 
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which is dual to the SCF of the pair [A, B) can be used 
in the synthesis of state observers for the system 
(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
y (t) : Cx (t), 
where y(t) ~ R r is the output vector and C ~ R r .n, 
rankC=r<n.  
Let 
~(t) = F0z(t ) + G0Y(t ) + H0u(t ), 
where z(t) ~ R n-r ,  be the equation of the reduced 
order observer [23]• If the matrices To ~ R (n-r) " n, 
F0 ~ R(n-r) .  (n-r) (F 0 is a stable matrix), 
GO ~ R(n-r).  r and H 0 ~ R (n-r) "m satisfy the 
equations 
T0A - FoT0= GoC, 
(3) 
H 0 = T0B 
• v r- C ] [~r; - ]  - l l y ( t ) - I  and rank /-T-n- n, then * ( t ) :  ; 
is an asymptotic estimation of x(t). 
Let (C, A] be a completely observable pair. Then the 
SCF of (C, A] is (C, A], where C = QCP, A = pITAI~ 
and 
I 
c = [D 1 V2,  ' 0 1, 
X= 
r 
D2 V3 [ 
. . . .  
0 I. 
I •  I ' 
G2 
. . . .  ] 
H2 
0 
t-- r 
I 
• I Dq_l Vq I 
"J I 
I 0 , I 
I . . . . . . .  _L . . . . .  
I I Cq_ fi 
t 1 ] q 
I I . . . . .  
I I 0 
I_ t 
I Hq-1  I Gq  
• . r i where Gi ~ Rrl and the numbers 
r=r l> r2~. . .~rq~ 1 (r l+ r2+. . .+rq=n)  
are defined from 
r i = rank Ci - rank C i - l '  i ~ 2, q; 
Ci = [cTi ATcTi -.. i (AT)i - IcT] • 
Let r 2 = s ~ 1. Determine the integers t 1, t2,..., t s 
such that t i is the number of rj -s (j ~ 2, q) which are 
i. Let f'maily 
0 f0 ~ 1 (fO + 0 f f~  f2 ) ' ' .  ~ g f2 +' ' "  + f0=g n-r) 
be the degrees of the invariant polynomials of F 0. 
Denote by O 0 c R (n - r) . (n - r) the set of all matrices 
F 0 for which the observer equations (3) have a solution 
(To, GO) such that l - -~- I -  " Then rank  _.C01-n the following 
assertion, which is a corollary of assertion 1, gives a 
complete description of 0 0 . 
Assertion 2 
The matrix F 0 belongs to O 0 iff 
/3 0 £0 ~ tl + t2 + .•. + tj, f +f2+. . .+  ] 
j=1 ,2  ..... g-1. 
In fact the first equation in (3) is equivalent to 
T0A - F0T 0 = GoC, where T0 = TOg and G0 = GO ~T 
Let the matrix T 0 be partitioned as 
T0 [TI! T2 :,... 'T-ql, Tk~R (n-r) ' rk  = I , k~ l , _  q 
and 
P'k ~ R(n- r ) ' r  k +1 
= [Rk l Skl; -r) (r k - r  k , 
Sk~R (n " +1) k~ 1,q- 1; 
~:  ~q ~ R(n-r) " rq. 
Set 
Nk = ~R (n-r1 . . . .  rk-1) • rk, k~ 2, q-1;  
r . r  
Nq=Gq~R q q 
Then 
T0N 1 -FoT  1 = GoDIV 2 
R1D2V 3 [T2 'T  3 '  'Tq]N 2 F0T 2 + . . . . . . . .  0 
RkDk+l~Ck+2 + [Tk+l i Tk+2 i"" iTq lyk+l 
- FoTk+ 1= 0, k~ 2, q -2 ;  
R'q -1 Dq + TqNq - F 0 Tq = 0. 
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The matrices Rk can be determined from the above 
equations in a similar way as the matrices Rk in sec- 
tion 3. 
Since 
o • 
0 I In_ r 
then the matrix 
parameters (the entries of wi ) with the exception of 
these belonging to a proper algebraic variety in R s" (n-r). 
Thus a method for synthesis of reduced order observers 
with any attainable dynamics (i.e. with any attainable 
matrix F0) is proposed. 
The computational gorithm for synthesis of reduced 
order state observers i quite similar to this described 
in section 3 and has the same properties. Following 
this algorithm a computer program has been developed 
and tested for high order systems. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
v = [~2 
must be 
Note that 
 q-k 
det E k . O, 
:% ~q] : R(n-r) .  (n-r) :... 
nonsingular, i. e. rank Y = n - r. 
q -k - i -  I I - k ] -  Tk' F 0 Sq_ l l ' " l  S Lk+ 
w 
where the columns of T k are linear combinations of 
the columns of :k +1' :k + 2 ..... :q. Hence the 
matrix Y is nonsingular iff det M ~ 0 where 
[~q-2~ i q-3 I S'211 M k. 0 Oql F 0 S'q-1 " =q-3~-i=q--4~- I . . . .  0 °ql~0 °q- l l  
I I I I 
The paper presents a complete solution to the problem 
of synthesis of linear multivariable systems with any 
attainable by state feedback equivalent form of the 
closed loop system. The solution is obtained using the 
serial canonical form of linear systems which is regarded 
as an alternative to the widely used Luenberger canoni- 
cal form. A stable computational gorithm for fmding 
the serial canonical form by orthogonal similarity trans- 
formations is proposed. 
The problem of synthesis of reduced order state ob- 
servers with any attainable dynamics is completely 
solved from theoretical and computational point of 
view using the dual serial canonical form of linear 
observable systems. 
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] "'" IS3[I , I I FoSq lgq- l l  I gq " 
Denote 
[$211 $3 ["" ISq]=[Wl I1 w211 "'" I lws]~R(n-r) 's '  
~ i~R n-r ,  i~ l , s .  
Then the columns of M can be defined as a linear com- 
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F21-1 t2-1N2 ~s st-1 
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k ~ 2-~, can be determined on the basis of the F0-cyclic 
generators for R n-r. Note however that det M ~ 0 
generically. Therefore the matrices $2, s3 ..... Sq 
can be formed by a random number generator in an 
analogous way as the matrices S1, S 2 . . . . .  Sp in sec- 
tion 3. 
Finally one gets 
f _o1-1: I ,,ol 
Hence the matrix T O depends on s (n-r) "free" 
The authors like to thank Dr. P. Van Dooren of 
Stanford University for his hetp comments on this 
paper. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of assertion I 
Necessity 
It follows from the definition of fi and gi that 
[ ' ' j p l -1  ' ' ' ' j Ps - lws]  
= I ""l Wll ""l Ws I ""1 e s rank w 1 I I I I I I 
<min{P l+. . .+p s, f l+ . . .+fs} .  
I fem= rank W(w) = n then e s= Pl + "'" + Ps and 
(2) follows by necessity. 
Sufficiency 
Note that the vectors 
gl' Jgl ..... j r1-1 gl ' (A1) 
f. - -1  
gj, Jgj .... j-J , g j ,  
fh -1  
gh' Jgh ..... J gh (Ah) 
span R n. 
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Consider the sequences f'= (f l '  f2 . . . . .  fh) and 
P = (Pl' P2 ..... Pro) for which the inequalities (2) 
hold. Then there are three possible cases :
(a) f=p,  i.e. f l=P l  ..... fh=Ph ; h=m.  
(b) f~: p, Pm > fh" 
(c) f~  p, Pm ~ fh" 
The case (a) is trivial : we can choose w i = gi' i ~ 1, h. 
Consider the case (b). There are two subcases : 
(bl) There is a sequence Sl, s 2 ..... s c such that 
= c be the psi fsi `  i~ l , c ;  c<h.  Let {si} 1 
maximal sequence with this property. 
(b2) Pi ~ fi '  i~ l ,h .  
In case (bl) we set Wsi = gsi, i ~ 1, c and we obtain 
the sequences 
C 
= , -  )=  {qi } 1' ? G1'%2 '¢h-c 
=(PJl . . . . .  )=5\ {psi }c P PJ2 ' P Jm-c 1 
which satisfy (2). Moreover, for f and p the case (b2) 
is valid. 
Suppose now that case (b2) holds. Then fh < P1 < fl" 
Let 
j=max {s: f s+ l<P l<fs '  s~l,-Th-ZT-1}. 
If we determine 
f" - Plgj 
w l=g j+ l+J  ] 
then the vectors 
f j -P l  1 
Wl' JWl =Jg j  +1 + J gj . . . . .  
j f j  +1 -1 _ j f j+' 1-1 + j f j -P l -  + fj + 1-1 1. 
W l - gj + 1 gj . . . . .  
1 + j f j -1  jP l  - lw l= jP l -  g j+ l  gj 2. 
span R pl  and the first fj -P1  + fj +1 vectors 3. 
gj, Jgj . . . . .  j f j  - Pl + fj + l - lg j  4. 
in (Aj) are linearly independent on w 1, Jw I ..... Jp l - lw  1. 
Hence we obtain the sequences 5. 
f=  (fl, f2 .....  f j -1,  f j -P1  + fj +1' fj +2 ..... fh)' 
v 
P = (P2, P3 ..... Pm) 6. 
which have h - 1 and m - 1 elements and satisfy again 
inequalities of type (2). 
Therefore starting from case (b) we achieve it.her case 7. 
(a) or case (c) after a finite number (~ h - 1) of steps : 
(b l ) -~  (b2) - *  (b) . . . .  l~.....-~(a) 
(b2)-~ (b) . . . . .  J~'-->(c). 
Consider finally the case (c). It can be shown that 
there exists an unique representation 
f l  = Pl + P2 + "'" + Pi I + dl '  
f2=-d l  + P i l+ l+ P i l+2 +. . .+p i2+d2,  
fh =-dh-1  + P ih_ l+ l  + P ih_ l+2 + "'" + Pm' 
where0<ds<Pis+ 1, s~ l ,h -1 .  
If we set 
Wl= g l 'w2  =JP lg l  .... ' 
wi l__ Jp l  + P2 + "'" + Pi 1 -1gl  . . . . .  
-ds + Pi +1 ÷ 2 + +P i  -1  • =J  s -1  P i s -1  + "'" s 
Wls gs ' 
wi s + l=J fs -P i s  + lgs+l , . . . .  
-ds  + Pis + l+P is+ 2+ "'" + Pi +e- lg  
s s+ l  Wis+e=J  
.. . .  (2g  e < i s+ l - i s )  
j fh -1  -Pm + i h = m-1; 
gh gh 
Wm~ l j -dh -1  + P ih_ l  +1 + Pi h_ l  +2 + "'" + Pm - lg  h , 
ih_ l  ~ m-2 ,  
then the matrix W(w) is of a full rank and the proof of 
assertion 1 is complete. 
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